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TO:  University of Massachusetts Medical School Faculty and Staff 
 
FROM:  Katherine Luzuriaga, MD, Vice Provost for Clinical and Translational Research 

Allison Blodgett, PhD, CIP, Director of IRB Operations 
 
DATE:  August 26, 2021 
 
RE:  eIRB Upgrade – Data Migration and Timeline for Access to Legacy eIRB 
 
As noted in earlier communications, eIRB is being upgraded to a cloud-based environment. The 
anticipated go-live date is October 12, 2021. For a period of time, the UMMS IRB will need to freeze 
receipt of new studies, modifications, and continuing reviews to ensure data integrity across the two 
systems. We will do our best to keep the period as short as possible and to minimize the impact this may 
have on researchers. From now through December, we encourage researchers to plan to submit time 
sensitive submissions (e.g., NIH JIT awards) well in advance of their due dates. 

We would also like to communicate important information regarding data migration and access to 
study records in Legacy eIRB. We will share continued communications, including information on key 
dates and times, as we progress along the project timeline. 

Which studies will migrate from Legacy eIRB to the new eIRB? 

The only studies that will migrate from Legacy eIRB to the new system are non-exempt approved 
studies. Non-exempt approved studies are studies that have a future expiration date at the time of data 
migration.  

All other entries – including exempt studies (which have no expiration date), lapsed studies, dockets 
deemed to be not human subjects research, and submissions that are not yet approved – will be locked 
to editing and archived in Legacy eIRB. These entries will not migrate to the new eIRB.  

Which personnel will migrate from Legacy eIRB to the new eIRB for non-exempt approved studies? 

The PI and all individuals who are listed as active study staff in Legacy eIRB at the time of data migration 
will be linked to the study in the new eIRB. 

No additional contacts from Legacy IRB will migrate. Study staff will be able to add a primary contact to 
migrated studies in the new eIRB after the system goes live. 

What documents will migrate from Legacy eIRB to the new eIRB for non-exempt approved studies? 

Non-exempt approved studies will appear in the new eIRB with their existing eIRB docket number, 
current expiration date, and the top-most current approved investigator study plan.  

Prior follow-on submissions, all documents other than the study plan, and all prior versions of 
documents will not migrate.  

https://www.umassmed.edu/research/sponsored-programs/
https://www.umassmed.edu/research/sponsored-programs/
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How will documents other than the study plan be entered into new eIRB for non-exempt approved 
studies? 

Study teams will be able to start fresh and to enter just their current approved documents (with any 
requested revisions) into the new eIRB at the first regularly scheduled Modification or Continuing 
Review with Modification.  

This allows study teams to make use of new document categories, to discard outdated files, and to 
control where documents appear in the new eIRB.  

Once the first Modification or Continuing Review with Modification is approved in the new eIRB, the 
new eIRB will house all current approved documents for a given study. Up until this point, all current 
approved documents remain current and approved in Legacy eIRB. 

When will Legacy eIRB undergo database lock? 

Legacy eIRB will be locked and archived once data migration begins. Locking the database closes Legacy 
eIRB to all changes. The date for data migration and database lock is TBD but will be announced well in 
advance.   

Will study teams be able to access the Legacy eIRB archive? 

Study teams will have read-only access to their studies and will be able to download and print from the 
Legacy eIRB archive when the following criteria are met: 

• Individuals were listed as PI, active study staff, or additional contact on a given study at the time 
of database lock. 

• Individuals access the archive via their UMassMed Single Sign-On credentials and the 
UMassMed network (i.e., on campus or via VPN or Pulse Secure). 

How long will study teams have access to the Legacy eIRB archive? 

Study teams will have access to the Legacy eIRB archive until 5pm, Friday, February 4, 2022. We 
encourage you to plan ahead and prepare for this deadline as outlined below.  

How can study teams prepare for the February 4, 2022, 5pm deadline? 

We have prepared a checklist to assist study teams in preparing for the deadline. Study teams are 
expected to download copies of the materials for which they are likely to need ongoing access. These 
include: 

• Copies of IRB approval letters for the parent and each follow-on submission 

• Copies of the SmartForms for the parent and each follow-on submission 

• Copies of the approved study documents at the parent study and any corresponding Word 
versions used by eIRB to generate a stamped PDF of consents, HIPAA forms, and flyers 

• A snapshot or download of the Project Personnel tab 

• A snapshot of the Follow-On Submissions tab 

What if a study team needs study records from the Legacy eIRB archive after 5pm on February 4, 
2022? 
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Study teams are expected to prepare ahead and to download copies of the materials for which they are 
likely to need ongoing access. After 5pm, Friday, February 4, 2022, all direct access by the study team to 
the Legacy eIRB archive ends.  

The Legacy eIRB archive will be maintained in compliance with regulatory requirements. In truly 
exceptional cases, such as an FDA audit, study teams should contact the UMMS IRB Office, which will 
work with UMMS Information Technology to facilitate document retrieval. 

What can researchers do to help ensure a smooth transition? 

• Complete the action items on the eIRB Upgrade Checklist for PI’s and Study Staff. 

• Download copies of the materials from Legacy eIRB for which they are likely to need ongoing 
access, following the model in H00000000_piName_Legacy_eIRB_Download_Checklist.xls. 

• Monitor email for updates related to the new eIRB implementation. 

• Complete new eIRB training as it is offered. 

• Review the additional Q & A related to data migration and the Legacy eIRB Archive below. 

 

We look forward to continuing to serve the UMMS research community with an improved eIRB system.  

Please contact Allison Blodgett, Director of IRB Operations (Allison.Blodgett@umassmed.edu), with any 
questions or concerns. 
 
 
 

ADDITIONAL Q & A RELATED TO DATA MIGRATION AND THE LEGACY EIRB ARCHIVE 

What if my study is lapsed at the time of database lock? 

A lapsed study does not have IRB approval. A study that is lapsed at time of database lock requires a 
new submission in the new eIRB and prior IRB review and approval. 

What if my study, continuing review, modification, or reportable new information is not yet in an 
approved state at the time of database lock? 

Only non-exempt approved studies will migrate to the new eIRB.  

Study teams will need to re-create and submit in the new eIRB all other pending submissions that still 
require IRB review and approval. This includes new studies and all follow-on submissions. 

Is it possible to change who has access to studies in Legacy eIRB? 

Before database lock, it is possible to Edit Research Staff in Legacy eIRB. Once data migration and 
database lock begin, no changes are possible.  

What if a new staff person needs access to studies in Legacy eIRB after database lock? 

Once data migration and database lock begin, no changes to study staff can be made in Legacy eIRB.  
Principal Investigators are expected to prepare ahead and to ensure that study team members are listed 
as Active Study Staff or an Additional Contact prior to database lock.  

mailto:Allison.Blodgett@umassmed.edu
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When should study teams submit their first Modification or Continuing Review with Modification in 
the new eIRB? 

Study teams are encouraged to complete their initial submission before Friday, February 4, 2022, to 
ensure access to current approved documents through Legacy eIRB. 
 
 



8/26/2021

Messages through Legacy eIRB permit only a single attachment. For this reason, this document
contains the following embedded files:

20210826_eIRBUpgradeChecklistForPIsAndStudyStaff
eIRB Job Aid – Critical Deadlines and Steps for Downloading Files from Legacy eIRB ver. 8-26-
2021
H00000000_piName_Legacy_eIRB_Download_Checklist ver 8-18-2021.xls

To access an embedded file within a PDF, click on the link in the Attachments section of the header.
If that does not work, open the PDF with Adobe Reader and access the navigation pane. Select
Attachments to access the embedded files.

Allison Blodgett, PhD, CIP, UMMS Director of IRB Operations
508-856-4271 (office)

Confidentiality Notice:
This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential, proprietary and privileged information. Any unauthorized review,
use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and destroy or permanently delete all copies of the original message.


ReadMe

						H00000000_piName_Legacy_eIRB_Download_Checklist

						Version Date		8/26/21

						This file contains this ReadMe page and four additional pages:

												H00000000 Frame

												For Documents Tab

												For Project Personnel Tab

												For Follow-On Submissions

						The purpose of this workbook is to provide a structured way for study teams to download vital research documents from Legacy eIRB for each study.

						We recommend using one Excel workbook per study. 

						The instructions on each page provide guidance on which key documents to focus on downloading and how to name each one systematically.

						In some cases, study teams may want to capture a screen shot and paste it onto the corresponding page.

						Start from H00000000 Frame.

						After reading through all four pages, study teams can decide whether they prefer to copy each page to create a blank template, or to work straight from the models provided.

						To begin, prepare a list of the studies in eIRB for which you will need to download materials. 

						These studies may appear on the Open or Not Approved tab (e.g., for closed studies). 

						When using the Filter function on a given tab, you can use the percent sign % in the text field as a wildcard symbol.

						Identify the secure location to which you will save files consistent with the approved Investigator Study Plan. 

						This is typically an R drive, Teams site, or REDCap. Ensure that access is restricted to the appropriate study team members.

						For each study, prepare a download checklist (like this one).

						Download materials for each file.

						Note when materials need to be destroyed and set at least a yearly calendar reminder to review access to the study file and destruction requirements.





H00000000 Frame

		H00000000 Frame 

		This page provides the framework for identifying and downloading materials from Legacy eIRB for a given study.

		We recommend using one Excel workbook per study. 

		Complete the Study ID and PI fields														Study ID: H00000000

																PI: Robin Foxtrot

		You will collect the 4 items listed in Column H from the parent study.														Collect the 4 items listed below from the parent study		Enter the File Name for each item		Enter the Date Collected

																IRB Approval Letter		Approved Letter_H00000000		<enter>

		Before downloading, enter the File Name that														"Print Submission"		PS_H00000000		<enter>

		you plan to give to each item as you save them.														Snapshot of Project Personnel		PP_H00000000 or See Excel Tab		<enter>

		Recommended naming conventions are provided.														Snapshot of Follow-On Submissions		FO_H00000000 or See Excel Tab		<enter>

		As you download each item, you will record the name you gave the file and the date you downloaded it.

				IRB Approval Letter is the initial approval letter at the parent. Note that this letter only appears in eIRB for H00000000 format studies. Studies that pre-date eIRB do not have a parent study approval letter in eIRB.

				This is because the first action in eIRB for studies that were approved prior to 10/1/2012 was for study teams to submit a follow-on submission.

				"Print Submission" is the button in Legacy eIRB

				at the left of the page when viewing the parent study. 

				It allows you to view the pages of the SmartForm and to "print" them to PDF.

				To save the content of the Project Personnel tab

				and the Follow-On Submissions tab from eIRB, take a snapshot of them (e.g., snip & sketch, print screen)

				and either save the snapshots or insert them into the corresponding page in the Excel Workbook.

				Record the date each item is collected and update the file name if you varied from what was planned.



		At the parent study, view the Follow-On Submissions tab.														Submission ID (each follow-on)		IRB Approval Letter File Name		"Print Submission" File Name		Date Collected

																_1		Approved Letter_H00000000_1		PS_H00000000_1		<enter>

		List the Submission ID for each follow-on submission.														_2		Approved Letter_H00000000_2		PS_H00000000_2		<enter>

		For each follow-on, list the planned file name for 														_3		Approved Letter_H00000000_3		PS_H00000000_2		<enter>

		the IRB approval letter and "Print Submission" 

		file that you will download.



		Record the date these are collected.

		See also the For Follow-On Submissions page

		in this workbook for an alternative tracker.

		At the parent study, view the Documents tab.														Documents Tab 

																Category		Original File Type		Stamped Version		Number of Unique Stamped Versions

		Identify the current approved documents														Investigator Study Plan		H00000000_isp_16jul2021		H00000000_isp_16jul2021		2

		from the Documents Tab, along with														HIPAA Waiver		H00000000_HIPAAwaiver_16jul2021		H00000000_HIPAAwaiver_16jul2021		2

		the number of unique versions of each.														Consent Document(s)		H00000000_ICF_31jan2017		H00000000_ICF_31jan2017		4

																Other		H00000000_REDcap_31jan2017		H00000000_REDcap_31jan2017		1

		Unique versions will have a unique file name 

		and/or a unique expiration 

		date (as for consent forms)

		See the For Documents Tab in this workbook

		for an alternative tracker *plus* 

		instructions on how to identify

		the number of unique stamped versions



																Documents Tab 

																Original Submitted File in Word if Stamped Version is a PDF		Date Collected		Stamped Version (List the Unique Versions)		Date Collected		Visible Name of File in IRB Approval Letter

		Determine which documents to download.														H00000000_isp_16jul2021		na - same version as Stamped		H00000000_isp_16jul2021		<enter>		<enter>

																H00000000_isp_31jan2017		na - same version as Stamped		H00000000_isp_31jan2017		<enter>		<enter>

		In Column J, list the name of

		each unique stamped version that you identified in the previous section.														H00000000_HIPAAwaiver_16jul2021		<enter>		H00000000_HIPAAwaiver_16jul2021		<enter>		<enter>

																H00000000_HIPAAwaiver_16jul2021		<enter>		H00000000_HIPAAwaiver_16jul2021		<enter>		<enter>

		For each unique stamped version, 

		determine if you also need 														H00000000_ICF_31jan2017		<enter>		H00000000_ICF_31jan2017		<enter>		<enter>

		to download a version from the														na - see original version		na		H00000000_ICF_31jan2017		<enter>		<enter>

		Original Submitted File Column 														na - see original version		na		H00000000_ICF_31jan2017		<enter>		<enter>

		(e.g., the Word version of a stamped PDF).														na - see original version		na		H00000000_ICF_31jan2017		<enter>		<enter>



		Then, for each file name in the Stamped Version 														H00000000_REDcap_31jan2017		na - same version as Stamped		H00000000_REDcap_31jan2017		<enter>		<enter>

		column indicate its corresponding

		name in its IRB approval letter.



		This is why best practice is to make sure the title

		field in the pop-up window is blank

		when you upload documents into eIRB. 

		This forces eIRB to use the file name 

		in the approval letter. In Legacy eIRB and in new eIRB, if you enter a 

		different name in the title field, you will need to 

		figure out how each downloaded

		file maps to the list of documents in the IRB

		approval letter.

		PRO TIP: In the new RMS eIRB, always leave the title field blank in the pop-up window in order to force eIRB to use the file name as the visible name of the document in eIRB and in the IRB determination letter.





For Documents Tab

				For Documents Tab

				This page provides an alternative method for isolating the current approved documents from the Documents Tab in eIRB.

				It also provides instructions on how to identify the number of unique stamped versions of an approved document.



				Copy and paste the visible fields from the Documents Tab. The file names in this sample are fake.

				You may want to shade out rows for documents that were never approved. These are rows that will have blank entries in the Stamped Version column.

				This is why best practice is to use Do Not Use for documents that were never approved and No Longer In Use for documents that were previously approved.

				If a document labeled Do Not Use appears in the Stamped Version column, then it was IRB approved at one time.

				When you mouse over a document in eIRB, you can sometimes see the file name at the bottom of the page. You can also see the file name when you attempt to download and save the file.



				Once you know which documents are current and approved, you will need to figure out the number of Unique Stamped Versions.

				Category		Original File Type		  Date Modified		Stamped Version		  Date Modified				Number of Unique Stamped Versions

				Investigator Study Plan		H00000000_isp_16jul2021		7/16/21 16:26		H00000000_isp_16jul2021		7/16/21 17:52				2

				HIPAA		H00000000_HIPAAwaiver_16jul2021		7/16/21 16:26		H00000000_HIPAAwaiver_16jul2021		7/16/21 17:52				2

				Consent Document(s)		H00000000_ICF_31jan2017		1/31/17 15:33		H00000000_ICF_31jan2017		7/16/21 17:52				4		**Remember that signed consents are given a new expiration date

				Other		H00000000_REDcap_31jan2017		1/31/17 15:33		H00000000_REDcap_31jan2017		7/16/21 17:52				1		at each year's continuing review. This occurs even if the original file

				Other		DO NOT USE		1/31/17 15:33										doesn't change from year-to-year.

				To determine the number of Unique Stamped Versions of a given document, in the Original File Type column, click on the document's History.

				As shown below, this study plan has 10 entries in its History. However, there are only 2 unique versions.

				ISP version 2.docx was ultimately finalized on 4/26/2016 at 11:20am. This is the last "Accept All Reivisions" entry before a new file was entered with the Action "File Uploaded & Edited."

				ISP (Revised 174023).docx was initially finalized 4/25/2017. It was then reapproved (without change) at each continuing review.

				You can tell when a new document has been uploaded, because there will be an entry where it is not finalized. 

				If there are multiple consecutive entries that have not been finalized, these are intermediate drafts. You do not need to download them.





For Project Personnel Tab

						For Project Personnel Tab

						Insert a snapshot of the Project Personnel tab (e.g., try Snip & Sketch, or the Print Screen button followed by the paste function)





For Follow-On Submissions

						For Follow-On Submissions

						This page provides instructions on how to plan for downloading the IRB approval letter and SmartForm for each follow-on submission.

						At the Follow-On Submissions tab in eIRB, set the bottom right to show 100 / page.

						Then copy and paste the visible fields from the Follow-On Submissions Tab. The Name column has been redacted in this sample.

						In the tracking sheet, enter the planned file name for each approval letter and "Print Submission" download. 

						Record the date each item is collected.

						Transfer this information to H00000000 Frame if not already recorded there.

						ID 		Name 		State 		Submission Type 		Submission Date 		IRB Owner 		Last Mod Date 				IRB Approval Letter File Name		"Print Submission" File Name		Date Collected

						H00000000_26				Approved		Continuing Review and Modification 		6/4/21 11:05		Davis		7/16/21 17:53				Approved Letter_H00000000_26		PS_H00000000_26

						H00000000_25				Acknowledged		Reportable New Information		9/4/20 12:46		Walker Mulcahy		9/17/20 10:52				Acknowledged_H00000000_25		PS_H00000000_25

						H00000000_24				Approved		Modification		7/28/20 11:15		Blodgett		8/16/20 13:32				Approved Letter_H00000000_24		PS_H00000000_24

						H00000000_23				Approved		Continuing Review and Modification 		5/26/20 16:05		Walker Mulcahy		7/24/20 15:04

						H00000000_22				Acknowledged		Reportable New Information		3/25/20 11:50		Sarpong		4/22/20 14:39

						H00000000_21				Approved		Modification		12/18/19 15:02		Blodgett		1/15/20 12:11

						H00000000_20				Approved		Modification		12/10/19 13:55		Blodgett		12/18/19 12:17

						H00000000_19				Approved		Modification		10/16/19 12:02		Blodgett		10/24/19 14:23

						H00000000_18				Approved		Modification		9/11/19 13:05		Walker Mulcahy		10/8/19 11:05

						H00000000_15				Reported		Reportable New Information		7/12/19 14:37		Blodgett		8/12/19 10:30

						H00000000_17				Approved		Modification		7/26/19 13:06		Jean-Baptiste		8/6/19 9:28

						H00000000_16				Approved		Modification		7/15/19 15:28		Blodgett		7/19/19 15:04

						H00000000_14				Cancelled		Reportable New Information		7/12/19 13:52				7/15/19 15:22

						H00000000_13				Approved		Continuing Review		6/2/19 13:48		Krebs		7/15/19 11:09

						H00000000_12				Approved		Modification		5/17/19 14:01		Loiselle		5/21/19 11:33

						H00000000_11				Approved		Modification		3/26/19 14:39		Sarpong		4/18/19 15:25

						H00000000_10				Approved		Modification		2/27/19 14:45		Loiselle		3/5/19 13:33

						H00000000_9				Approved		Modification		2/19/19 10:01		Loiselle		2/21/19 13:48

						H00000000_8				Approved		Modification		1/17/19 11:56		Loiselle		1/24/19 13:05

						H00000000_7				Approved		Modification		12/3/18 11:53		Jean-Baptiste		12/7/18 11:45

						H00000000_6				Approved		Modification		10/12/18 10:34		Sarpong		10/25/18 13:57

						H00000000_5				Approved		Modification		8/2/18 10:57		Blodgett		10/11/18 17:17

						H00000000_4				Approved		Modification		7/23/18 9:37		Centola		7/30/18 14:39

						H00000000_3				Approved		Continuing Review and Modification 		6/12/18 14:51		Walker Mulcahy		7/18/18 11:59

						H00000000_2				Approved		Modification		5/4/18 13:30		Davis		6/11/18 15:58

						H00000000_1				Approved		Modification		1/26/18 10:36		Jean-Baptiste		2/9/18 15:09
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ACTION ITEMS FOR PI’S AND STUDY STAFF  


TO PREPARE FOR THE OCTOBER 2021 eIRB UPGRADE 


 See below for the initial items from 7/7/2021. As items are added, they will 
appear below a row that indicates the date the items were added. 


☐ Find or obtain your umassmed.edu credentials for Single Sign-On (SSO). 
• Residents, dual docs, or employees of MassBiologics, Meyers Primary Care, or other UMMS 


entities likely already have umassmed.edu credentials. 
• Contact the UMass Med IT Help Desk at 508-856-8643 or UMWHelpdesk@umassmed.edu if you 


are unsure if you have UMMS Single Sign-On (SSO) credentials. 
• Contact the Academic Administrator (AA) in your department if you need help getting UMMS 


SSO credentials through an (unpaid) job requisition in ICIMS. The AA will need to know whether 
you are a collaborator-off campus, collaborator-on campus, or other category of contingent 
worker.  


• You can leave any email forwarding from umassmed to umassmemorial intact, but all eIRB users 
will be required to use their UMMS credentials to log into the new eIRB. 


☐ Make sure eIRB is set to use your umassmed.edu email. 
• Log into eIRB and click on your name in the upper right-hand corner. 
• Edit your email directly and click the Apply button at the right. 
• See How to edit your user profile. 


☐ Make sure CITI has your umassmed.edu email in your Institutional Profile. 
• You can use any emails in your member profile in CITI. 
• You must use umassmed.edu in your institutional profile in CITI. 


☐ Review the list of research staff for each study and edit as necessary. 


☐ With each new study or follow-on submission in eIRB, replace Word 
97/2003 or older documents with a current format. 


• Replace .doc with .docx. 


☐ 8/17/2021: See below for updated instructions for this item.  
Submit continuing reviews now for studies that are due to expire in 
September – October – November – December. 


• The continuing review will be processed early. 
• This will reset your approval period. 
• Update your personal calendar reminders with any new expiration dates. 


☐ Close studies that no longer require IRB oversight. 
• Once you can verify that the four statements below are true or are not applicable, your study 


meets the criteria for closure:  
o The research is permanently closed to enrollment at this institution.  



mailto:UMWHelpdesk@umassmed.edu

https://edit-inside.umassmed.edu/Policies/Policies-listing-page/hr/General-Administration/processing-contingent-workers-in-peoplesoft-hr/

https://edit-inside.umassmed.edu/Policies/Policies-listing-page/hr/General-Administration/processing-contingent-workers-in-peoplesoft-hr/

https://eresearch.umassmed.edu/OVPR/Rooms/DisplayPages/LayoutInitial?Container=com.webridge.entity.Entity%5bOID%5bC6B98CD505AADE49B26C621A98B95301%5d%5d

https://www.umassmed.edu/globalassets/office-of-research/human-subjects/job-aid-updates-2014/umms-pi-edit-user-profile-v4_20141202.pdf

https://about.citiprogram.org/
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o All subjects enrolled at this institution have completed all-research related 
interventions and interactions, including intervention and interactions related to 
collection of long-term follow-up data.  


o No additional identifiable private information about the subjects is being obtained by 
this institution's investigator.  


o Analysis of Private Identifiable Information and Identifiable Biospecimens at this 
institution is completed. 


• See How to Submit a Continuing Review, Continuing Review/Mod, or Closure for any study that 
has an expiration date. The IRB does not close submissions that are Not Human Subjects 
Research. You can submit a Modification to close human subjects research that was approved as 
exempt. 


☐ Clear out any inactive submissions in eIRB. 
• Inactive Studies in Pre-Submission should be placed on hold. 
• Inactive Studies that are in a review state should be withdrawn and placed on hold. Review 


states include Pre-Review, Pre-Review Clarifications Requested, Non-Committee Review 
Clarifications Requested, Modifications Timed Out, Deferred, or Disapproved. 


• Modifications that have had no study team activity in the past 30 days should be cancelled using 
Firefox or Edge or by contacting the IRB office for assistance. The cancel function does not work 
in Chrome.  


• If you have a Continuing Review or Continuing Review/Modification that is in a clarification 
requested state and the parent study has expired, no human subjects research was permitted 
once the study expired. The most appropriate step now is to edit the CR or CR/Mod and to close 
the study. 


 See below for items added 8/26/2021. As items are added, they will 
appear below a row that indicates the date the items were added. 


☐ Submit continuing reviews for studies that are due to expire in 
September, October, and November no later than Wednesday, 9/1/2021. 


• The continuing review will be processed early. 
• This will reset your approval period. 
• Update your personal calendar reminders with any new expiration dates. 


☐ Take note of important dates 
• 9/1/2021: Continuing Reviews due for studies that expire through November 
• TBD: Last full day to Edit Research Staff in Legacy eIRB – update the project personnel tab and 


verify that changes took effect 
• TBD: Legacy eIRB data lock – start of data migration 
• 10/12/2021: new eIRB go-live 
• 2/4/2022: End of direct access to Legacy eIRB by study teams 


☐ Click here to register for live, virtual training sessions for the new eIRB 
system:  
https://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/eIRBsupport1@umassmed.edu/bookings/ 


• The courses should be taken in order, as many of the concepts introduced in the earlier courses 
will be built upon in the successive courses.  


• Courses 1, 2 and 3 should be taken by all eIRB users 



https://www.umassmed.edu/globalassets/ccts/ccts-media/irb/job-aid-updates/umms-pi-cr_crmod-v6_20150810_final.pdf

https://nam10.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Foutlook.office365.com%2Fowa%2Fcalendar%2FeIRBsupport1%40umassmed.edu%2Fbookings%2F&data=04%7C01%7CAllison.Blodgett%40umassmed.edu%7C1ccc8c582c3b46fde77408d9593a006c%7Cee9155fe2da34378a6c44405faf57b2e%7C0%7C0%7C637638927933470491%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=xJbhk56cgycvawnniGUa86eWfPThVU1Pc5v3rzGDGko%3D&reserved=0
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• Course 4 is optional unless you plan to rely on IRBs outside of the UMMS IRB (e.g. Advarra, WCG 
IRB, etc.) to review your research. The PI ‘mini course’ is also optional. 


☐ Bookmark the UMMS IRB website for copies of communications: 
https://www.umassmed.edu/ccts/irb/eirb-implementation-october-2021/ 


☐ Bookmark the UMMS Research Management System (RMS) SharePoint 
site: https://umassmed.sharepoint.com/sites/RMS 


☐ Bookmark the direct Link to the RMS eIRB website: 
https://umassmed.sharepoint.com/sites/RMS 


☐ Download copies of vital research records from Legacy eIRB. 
• Review eIRB Job Aid – Critical Deadlines and Steps for Downloading Files from Legacy eIRB 
• Identify studies (open and closed) 
• Create a download plan (see the model in 


H00000000_piName_Legacy_eIRB_Download_Checklist.xls) 
• Initiate downloads in time to complete the task by 5pm, February 4, 2022  


 See below for items added on <TBD>. As new items are added, they will 
appear below a row that indicates the date the items were added. 


☐ … 


☐ … 
 



https://www.umassmed.edu/ccts/irb/eirb-implementation-october-2021/

https://umassmed.sharepoint.com/sites/RMS

https://umassmed.sharepoint.com/sites/RMS
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By September 30, 2021:  


• Obtain UMassMed single sign-on credentials 
• Update your user profile in Legacy eIRB with your UMassMed email 
• Initiate download of Legacy eIRB study materials 


 
By 5pm Friday, February 4, 2022: 


• Access the Legacy eIRB archive via your UMassMed Single Sign-On 
credentials and the UMassMed network (i.e., on campus or via VPN or 
Pulse Secure) 


• Complete download of Legacy eIRB study materials 
 
Link to Legacy eIRB (Production): https://eresearch.umassmed.edu/OVPR  
Link to Legacy eIRB Archive – users must connect to the archive via the UMMS 
network using their UMMS credentials: address is TBD 
 
Steps 1 and 2 below must be completed by September 30, 2021 


1. Obtain UMassMed single sign-on credentials if you do not already have them. See the 
corresponding job aid for instructions. 
 


2. Make sure that eIRB is using your UMassMed email. 


Legacy eIRB will be archived when RMS eIRB goes live.  
By September 30, 2021, study teams must have updated 
their Legacy eIRB profile with their UMassMed email to 
retain access.  
By 5pm, Friday, February 4, 2022, study teams must 
have downloaded copies of Legacy eIRB materials to 
which they are likely to need ongoing access. At that 
time, direct access to the Legacy eIRB archive by study 
teams will end. 


Critical Deadlines and Steps for Downloading Files 
from Legacy eIRB  
 



https://eresearch.umassmed.edu/OVPR
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a. Log in to eIRB through your usual means. 


b. Click on your name in the upper right-hand corner of the screen. This will open your user 
information.  


 


 
 


c. On the Properties tab, indicate Select View: Detail  
 


 
 


d. If E-mail 1: is set to your UMassMed email, no action is required. Otherwise, enter your 
UMassMed email and click Apply at the bottom right of the window. 
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Steps 3 through 7 below must be completed by 5pm Friday, February 4, 2022 
 


3. Prepare a list of the studies for which you will need to download materials. These studies may 
appear on the Open or Not Approved tab (e.g., for closed studies). When using the Filter function 
on a given tab, you can use the percent sign % in the text field as a wildcard symbol. 


 
 
 


4. Identify the secure location to which you will save files consistent with the approved Investigator 
Study Plan. This is typically an R drive, Teams site, or REDCap. Ensure that access is restricted 
to the appropriate study team members. 


 
5. For each study, prepare a download checklist. You can create your own or use the model 


provided in the Excel workbook H00000000_piName_Legacy_eIRB_Download_Checklist.xls. 
The model Excel workbook provides recommended file naming conventions. 
 


6. Download materials for each file. 
 


7. Note when materials need to be destroyed and set a yearly calendar reminder to review access 
to the study file and destruction requirements. 
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